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Leading packaging
expert in sustainable
FIBC solutions

LC Packaging is a family business that has been active in the packaging
industry for four generations. The company started serving the industry in
1923 and has expanded considerably over the years. Today we are a leading
global company with own manufacturing locations in Europe, Asia and Africa,
and have over 1,000 employees: we are a leading expert in FIBC solutions.

Committed

Reliable
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Loyal

Leading specialist
in FIBCs

Dear reader,
LC Packaging is a family
business that has been
active in the packaging
industry for four generations.
What started as a jute bag
importer and trader in 1923,
has evolved to a full service
manufacturer and distributor
and one of the largest
packaging experts in the
field of Flexible Intermediate
Bulk Containers, also known
as FIBCs, big bags and bulk
bags.

LC Packaging has offices,
warehouses and production
locations in 16 countries in
Europe, Asia and Africa, own
certified production locations
and dedicated production
partners. This, combined with
our global network and local
service makes us always able
to respond to your individual
packaging needs, anytime and
anywhere.
LC Packaging is committed to
being your long-term partner
in sustainable packaging
solutions, for every product
and every industry. From bags
suited for construction, form
stable and ventilated bags to
food safe, pharma clean, UN
and electro-static FIBCs: Our
motto is to keep your industry
going.

At LC Packaging we guarantee
our customers consistent high
quality solutions. Meaning
much more than just the
strength of our packaging and
our comprehensive portfolio of
certificates: It is the package as
a whole.
It is in the quality materials we
use and the state-of-the-art
production process, the quality
of transport and storage and
in the service we provide, the
working conditions in which
our FIBCs are produced and
sustainable practices when
it comes to reducing our
environmental footprint.
Thank you for your interest in
our company. We are looking
forward to a sustainable and
successful partnership.
Yours faithfully,

Director Industrial Packaging
Marcel Schouten

Approach
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Always near

Leading since 1923

We are the fastest growing
FIBC supplier and with our
offices, own production
facilities and storage
locations in 16 countries in
Europe, Africa and Asia we
offer international service
with local support.

Experience our inspiring
mixture of the tradition of a
family business and the fast and
flexible support of an energised
and specialised organisation.
We are a proven solid and
reliable business partner, with
a strong and healthy financial
performance.

Innovative approach

Own production

We continuously invest in
our infrastructure to meet
and improve our customer
experience. Our systems
allow real-time insight in
your inventory and annual
usage, which can help you
optimise your logistical
planning.

With own production and
dedicated production partners
we have full control of the
production of our extensive
product portfolio. It allows us to
be flexible and offer tailor-made
solutions according to our own
high standards and personal
quality control.

Quality in Packaging
With a dedicated quality department we offer quality excellence and compliance with
a comprehensive portfolio of required quality standards and focus on extended and
improved standards throughout the chain.

keeps your industry going

Long-term
partnership

Best people

Our company is about
transparency and trust,
and we focus on long-term,
mutually beneficial
partnerships with our
employees, our production
partners and our customers.

Our people are all over
the world, and we consider
them our greatest asset. Our
experts fully understand the
importance of your business,
are committed to quality and
are dedicated to offering you
the best solution.

Solid sustainability policy
We take our responsibility for more sustainability throughout the entire chain seriously, and
support you in achieving your sustainability goals and gain higher competitive advantage. We
feel responsible for (our) people, we want to minimise our impact on the environment and we
reinvest almost all of our profit in our company for on-going development of our production
locations and offices to ensure we can offer over 1,000 high quality local jobs.

WorldBag: refurbish and recycle
Save the bag, save the planet

LC Packaging’s affiliate WorldBag collects used big bags from all over Europe, cleaning
and repairing them, ready for reuse. The bags are then delivered to our customers in
pristine condition. With this closed-loop formula, WorldBag offers a unique, efficient,
sustainable 100% solution. Reconditioning your big bags ensures the right balance
between a long life span and low costs.

Advantages of our WorldBag service:
• Lower packaging offers savings up to 40%
• Less packaging waste means savings for
your costumers
• Reduced environmental impact

• ISO 14001 certified
• Complies with EU directive 94/62/EG
• Registered with NIWO and VIBH

Our broad range
of FIBCs
Food safe & Pharma
clean

Electro-static Type C

Electro-static Type D

LC Packaging’s food safe and
pharma clean FIBCs include
our innovative Food Safe and
Pharma Clean Program for
cleaner, safer and sustainable
premium packaging for
food and pharmaceutical
ingredients and products.

Our electro-static Type C FIBCs
are specially designed for electrostatic applications and meet the
requirements of IEC 61340-4-4
norm. Type C FIBCs offer safety
during the filling and discharging
in flammable gas, vapor or dust
atmospheres.

Next to Type C, we also design,
test, produce and deliver
electro-static FIBCs Type D.
Based on the ATEX Dust zones
20-22 and the MIE level of the
product we can determine which
FIBC classification meets your
requirements.

Q bags (formstable)

Reconditioned FIBCs

1-2 point lift FIBCs

Our Q bags are form-stable
FIBCs fitted with an internal
baffle structure. Baffles
ensure the Q bag stays within
the pallet dimensions and
guarantees an optimum load
for any type of transport.

Collecting - Reconditioning Replacing - Returning

Perfect for relatively low
packaging weights of 500 to
1000 kg and in situations where
filling speed is crucial. Our 1-2
point lift big bags are mostly
used on semi-automatic or
fully automatic filling lines.
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With our WordBag closed loop
formula we collect the bags
for you, and clean, inspect and
make the bags ready for reuse.
Suitable for FIBCs with a safety
factor of 6:1 and 8:1
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The industries
we serve

UN FIBCs

Ventilated big bags

UN FIBCs are certified for the
transportation of hazardous
goods under ADR regulations.
Our UN bags are tested and
designed to comply with all the
requirements of a UN FIBC.

Our ventilated bags are
breathable and very strong for
improved product preservation.
Ideal for potatoes, carrots,
onions, cacao beans, woodlog,
nuts, etc.

Food

Pharmaceutical

Chemical

Recycling

Mining & Minerals

FIBC liners
Liners provide additional
protection against air and water
vapour migration and the effect
of light. Liners are available in
LDPE, LLDPE, MDPE and HDPE.

More
We design, produce, and
test every type of FIBC to
make sure we deliver a
packaging solution that
fully meets your individual
processes and technical
specification demands.
Our FIBC experts are
available to conduct on-site
technical evaluation to help
you find the right FIBC and
achieve an optimal level
of operational and cost
efficiency.

Construction

Waste

Animal Feed

Agricullture
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LC Packaging International BV
Head office:
Hoogeveenenweg 150
2913 LV Nieuwerkerk a/d IJssel
The Netherlands
P.O. BOX 137
2910 AC Nieuwerkerk a/d IJssel
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)180 39 38 37
F +31 (0)180 39 38 99
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